
Bus� Lus�
Have you ever wondered what your life would be like with a big, enticing pair of fuckable tits?
Maybe you have found yourself looking through pictures of sexy lingerie and fallen in love with
the beautifully feminine silk and lace bras. Perhaps you have even fantasized about what you
would look like with a pair of your own large boobs or even stared at the perfect breasts of the
women around you and become jealous of what they were naturally given. Prepare to increase
and nurture your totally natural and exciting cravings with “Bust Lust”

In this subliminal, you’ll learn to crave the exciting feeling of growing your own pair of fuckable
titties. Learn to idolize the curvy, top-heavy women that you see every day, and become
obsessed with low cut tops and push-up bras that accentuate your two favorite feminine
features. Gentle suggestions help form fun, feminine habits and remind you to shimmy and
bounce your way to cleavage confidence!

Listen and loop “Bust Lust” every day, and soon your lovers will be lusting after you!

✧ Fantasizing about how happy I will be once I have my own set of large and heavy and
fuckable breasts.

✧ Feeling jealous whenever I see a woman with big tits, and wishing I could have a pair of
my own.

✧ Knowing that thinking about having a flat chest is gross and disgusting and
uncomfortable whenever I make the mistake of doing it.

✧ Imagining myself as a beautiful and feminine and seductive woman with large and
fuckable breasts

✧ Remembering that growing big and squeezable tits will help advertise me to the world as
the woman that I love to be and know I have always been.

✧ Feeling uncomfortable and masculine and ugly whenever I look at my gross flat chest.
✧ Imagining myself as a beautiful and fuckable woman with a fuckable and soft and

feminine set of tits.
✧ Remembering that I will be happier and more excited and aroused in my life once I have

grown my own pair of feminine titties.
✧ Fantasizing about how excited and aroused I will feel once I have my own perfect set of

feminine breasts.
✧ Fantasizing about my lover squeezing and sucking and playing with my big boobs.
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✧ Remembering that having large breasts will give me all of the attention from sexy
strangers that I love and crave to receive.

✧ Knowing that having a perfect pair of tits will empower me to feel attractive and confident
and sexy in my life.

✧ Fantasizing about the sexy strangers that will give compliments on my beautiful and sexy
and busty figure.

✧ Intuitively knowing that having boobs will advertise me as the woman that I know that I
have always been.

✧ Remembering being a little girl and wishing that I had my own set of big, fuckable
breasts when I grew up.

✧ Fantasizing about all of the beautiful and sexy outfits that I will be able to wear once my
breasts are as big as I’ve always wanted them to be.

✧ Fantasizing about sexy strangers staring at my ample cleavage before giving me
compliments and taking me back to their home to fuck me.

✧ Imagining myself seducing sexy strangers with my beautiful and fuckable figure.
✧ Remembering that I have always been completely interested and fascinated with

fashionable women’s clothing and lingerie.
✧ Remembering that I have always craved to have my own set of bouncy breasts to fill a

seductive and sexy and lacy bra.
✧ Fantasizing about my hunky lovers playing with my erotically big and fuckable breasts.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I would fit into all of my favorite clothing better if I only had a

bigger pair of boobs.
✧ Knowing that I crave to wear cute and pretty and girly dresses with a squeezable set of

big titties to fill them out.
✧ Fantasizing about having big enough breasts to fill out the sexy and seductive and lacy

bras that I crave to wear.
✧ Feeling confident and sexy and beautiful whenever I imagine myself with my own set of

big and squeezable boobs.
✧ Remembering that having big tits will always make me feel sexy and seductive and

beautiful in my life.
✧ Remembering how I have always been jealous of beautiful women with big boobs and

how I have always craved to have a pair of perfect breasts of my own.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need boobs in order to feel feminine and girly and comfortable

in my life.
✧ Preferring to wear tight clothing in order to show off my chest and feminine curves.
✧ Craving the experience of being able to wear a sexy and lacey bra every day.
✧ Fantasizing about how happy I will be once I am putting on a bra each and every day.
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✧ Imagining myself dancing seductively and shaking my fuckable tits at a trendy nightclub
for all of my hunky admirers.

✧ Knowing that I have always been jealous of big breasted women and have always
wished that I had large breast of my own.

✧ Knowing that my lovers have always preferred me with big breasts.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I have always craved a pair big titties with large, suckable

nipples.
✧ Finding the idea of my big, squeezable breasts producing milk for all of my sexy lovers to

enjoy completely erotic and arousing.
✧ Feeling unattractive and anxious and unhappy with an ugly, flat chest.
✧ Fantasizing about playing with my own set of large and soft and fuckable breasts.
✧ Watching lingerie fashion shows and imagining myself as the beautiful, feminine model

trying out all of the pretty, lacey bras.
✧ Staring at large breasted women and fantasizing about how happy I will be once I have

my own set of fuckable titties.
✧ Fantasizing about my chest growing and ballooning into the breast that I have always

desired for me to flaunt.
✧ Imagining myself flaunting my big and feminine and sexy breasts to all of the sexy

admirers around me that desire to use my fuckable body for their pleasure.
✧ Fantasizing about having cute, sexy strangers stare at my chest erotically.
✧ Thinking about that changes that I need to make in my life to grow my own pair of big tits

so that I can wear the tight tops that I crave to flaunt my fuckable chest.
✧ Remembering to giggle and bounce and squeeze my cute titties in order to draw the

attention of strangers towards my feminine chest.
✧ Happily squeezing my boobs together erotically whenever see a stranger I desire to fuck.
✧ Fantasizing about how sexy my boobs will look on my chest bouncing as I have sex with

my hunky partner.
✧ Knowing that a pair of big tits will help advertise me as the completely erotic and sexy

and fuckable woman that I have always craved to be.
✧ Remembering that having the perfect pair of tits will help me to be more confident and

successful in my life.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having a pair of big boobs will make my life better and make me

more confident around my friends and family.
✧ Becoming jealous of each and every pair of big tits that I see, and wishing that I had a

perfect set of breasts of my own for other women to be jealous of.
✧ Imagining myself wearing a sexy and alluring skin tight dress in order to show off my big

tits and thin waist to the sexy strangers around me.
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✧ Fantasizing about taking feminine hormones and growing my own pair of big and
sensitive and sexy boobs.

✧ Imagining my sexy lover licking and sucking on my big and sensitive nipples.
✧ Imagining how happy and excited and aroused I will be once I am shopping online for

cute bras and tight, low cut tops to show off my big, squeezable breasts.
✧ Preferring my body to be curvy and busty and feminine and becoming anxious and

worried and uncomfortable whenever I look too masculine.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I have always craved to have large breasts and become as

attractive and beautiful and alluring as the busty, feminine women that I love to idolize.
✧ Intuitively knowing that the sexiest women in the world always have the biggest, most

fuckable titties.
✧ Remembering that everyone is attracted to and turned on by a perfect and perky set of

tits.
✧ Fantasizing about flashing my perfect set of perky tits to a group of sexy strangers.
✧ Stuffing my cute bras until I can grow my own perfect pair of titties for others to play with

and fuck.
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